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1

2 I This is a deposition of Alex Jones conducted by the House Select

3 Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol pursuant to

4 House Resolution 503.

5 This deposition is being conducted remotely through the Webex platform.

6 This will be a staff-led deposition, though members may choose to ask questions

7 astheysodesire. We're currentlyjoined by Mrs. Murphy.

8 As we may be joined by other folks, Ill ask that,JJJIlll vou just let me know as

9 people popin, in case |miss anyone.

10 My nameisIBS I'm an investigative counsel with the select committee.

11 Joining usremotely are [NNNenior investigative counsel;INN

12 investigative counsel;INNinvestigative counsel. We're also joined by

13 [HE +o is the chief technical officer, and|.ov

14 parliamentarian, as well as[ESSNrom the professional staff

15 We will be holding the House deposition we will be holding this deposition

16 under the House rules that we previously provided to Mr. Jones’ counsel.

FY Underthose rules, Mr. Jones, you're permitted to have your attorney present.

18 Ilinote for the record that your attorney is here. I'll have him identify himself in a

19 moment.

20 But counsel for other persons orother government agencies may not attend. In

21 other words, the only lawyers who are present today are those from the select

22 committee and your counsel.

2 At this time, I'd ask that Mr. Jones' counsel please state their name for the record.

20 Mr. Pattis. Hi. My name is Norm Pattis, P-a-t-t-s. I'm joining remotely from

25 Connecticut.
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1 I ork you.
2 Under the House deposition rules, neither committee members nor staff may

3 discuss the substance of the testimony provided today unless the committee approves its

4 release

5 Mr. Jones, you and your attorney will have an opportunity to review the

6 transcript.

7 Before we get started, Id liketo just cover a few ground rules for today's

8 deposition

9 As you heard me mention before we went on the record, we do have an official

10 reporter who's transcribing our conversation and has joined us via Webex. The

11 deposition is also being recorded, but the reporter's transcription is the official record of

12 the proceeding.

13 Mr. Jones, please wait to answer each question until t's completed, and | will do

14 my best towait to aska question until you respond. It's particularly important that we

15 avoid the crosstalk while we're proceeding remotely via Webex.

16 The reporter cannot note nonverbal responses, such as shaking or nodding a head,

17 soit'simportant that you respond to each question with an audible verbal response.

18 For the benefit of the reporter and the record, there may be times when | have to

19 clarify what you've said, including spellings or the name of an individual you mention.

0 Weask that you give complete answers to the best of your recollection. Ifa

21 question s unclear, please just ask for clarification. If you don't know the answer, just

2 syso.

23 Logistically, if you need to take any breaks or would ike to discuss anythingwith

24 yourattorney privately, we're happy to accommodate and take breaks as best we can.

2 Throughout the deposition I'l bedirecting you to review some exhibits that we've
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1 marked for today. They'll be shown to you on the screen in front of you. ~ And when

2 werefer toa document you can takeyour time to familiarize yourself with it before we

3 discuss

a So, for example, if we can start we're not starting the deposition yet, but Id ike

5 tojust pull up exhibit 1, if we could.

6 Dowe have it up? Can you see that document?

7 wr pattis. [ENdon't know if you're ust going through boilerplate

8 instructions here, but I've informed your colleagues that Mr. Jones will be asserting his

9 Fifth Amendment privilege as to every question but for asking him to identify himself.

10 50, you know, Mr. Jones, you can answer consistent with my instructions.

un Ive, then, in that case, let's just -- let me get through some of my

12 other preparatory instructions here and then Il just cover this after that, if that seems

13 like a more efficient way to do it

1a Mr. Jones, you may refuse to answer a question only to preserve a privilege that's

15 recognized by the select committee. Ifyou refuse to answer a question that's based on

16 a privilege, we can either proceed with the deposition or we can seek a ruling from the

17 chairman on the objection. If the chairman overrules your objection, then you're

18 required to answer the question.

19 My goal today isto ask questions that are relevant to the select committee's

20 investigationwith the hope that you will answer. ~ And if you have an objection or a

21 privilege assertion, we'll ask you to assert that for the record.

2 1 understand, as your counsel just mentioned, that you intend to invoke the Fifth

23 Amendment in response to our questions.

2 Be that as it may, |will say thatour goal is to understand the basisforthe

25 objection and fairly evaluate it. Ultimately, to the extent you're able, the detail you can
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1 provide about the objection makes it easier for the select committee to understand it.

2 Finally,|want

3 Mr. atts. 'm sorry. 1 cut youoft,JN ! apologize.

4 I|ust want to say, this is the last sort of instruction and it's one that

5 wegive toall witnesses, Mr. Jones, so it's not specific to you

6 We remind all witnesses that it’s unlawful to deliberately provide false

7 information to Congress, and providing false information could result in criminal penalties

8 under Title 18 of the United States Code, section 1001.

9 Do you understand the information I've covered so far or do you have any

10 questions?

1 Mr. Pattis, I'm instructing Mr. Jones to assert his privilege.

2 Ithe basis for his privilege is, as | evaluate it, and it's on my advice that

13 he'sgivingit, is as follows

1a There appears to be a very broad and wide-sweeping — an increasingly broad and

15 wide-sweeping investigationby a parallel branch of government in the Justice

16 Department, and any answers that Mr. Jones might give as to his attendance,

17 involvement, planning, preparation, or other knowledgeof events that took place on

18 January 6th could tend to inculpate him in the view of a prosecutor in a coordinate

19 branch of government.

1) And 50 on that basis, with all due respect to the committee and its plenary

21 powers, Mr. Jones intends to assert a simple Fifth Amendment privilege as to each

22 question other than his name.

2 I | appreciate that, Norm. And so, obviously, I think, as you know

24 fromourdiscussions prior to the deposition, our view is that Mr. Jones does need to

25 assert that objection on a question-by-question basis, obviously because neither you nor
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1 he would know what questions we might ask. But | understand the position you have.

2 Mr. Pattis. | only asserted that because you were asking it to him, and | don't

3 want to ppeartobe rude her, and Pm answering on his behalf, Thats th any
4 reason. And understand my ol i ited here, s that may be the st you har of me
$ today depending on how it goes. Okay?

6 IE ! understand. Thanksfor tht

7 Let's go ahead andplace the witness underoath.

8 The Reporter. Will you raise your right hand for me, please?

9 Do you solemnly declare and affirm under the penalty of perjury that the

10 testimony you are about to give will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

n The witness. 1do.
n eamATON
it ofI
15 Q Mr. Jones, could you please state your full legal name for the record?

1 A Alexander Emerick ones
uv And belive your frst and st am ar sell in the traditional way.
18 Could you please spell your middle name for the record?

» A Youguysknow what my names. Ison the record
20 Q  I'mjustasking for the court reporter.

2 A Em fm so stressed ut can even spel frou, so
2 Mr. Pattis. E-m-e-r-i-c. [SIC]

23 The Witness. That's right, E-m-i-r-c. [SIC]

» Q Okay. Mr. Jones, you understand tht you ae here today pursuant tothe
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1 subpoena issued by the select committee?

2 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

3 silent

4 Q Well, Mr. Jones, having reviewed several statements that you've made over

5 the last year since January 6th, 2021, | understand your position to be that you do not

6 think that you did anything in relationto the events of that day that would expose you to

7 criminal prosecution. Is thata fair characterization of how you view your own conduct?

8 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

9 silent.

10 Q  Ifwe could go ahead and pull up exhibit 2.

1 Before we play it, Mr. Jones, I'll tell you, this is a video clip from "The Alex Jones

12 Show" that was posted to Banned.Video on December 18th, 2021. For the record, the

13 titles, quote, "Emergency Saturday Broadcast. Roger Stone Responds to Jan 6

14 Interrogation," close quote.

15 And for context, inthisclip you're discussing Mr. Stone's deposition in front of the

16 select committee, and you're making your own statements about your reaction to having

17 been subpoenaed.

18 At the very start of this clip you're referring to someone as "he." Having

19 watched this clip, the "he" that you're mentioning is your lawyer, Mr. Pats.

0 If we could go ahead and play the clip for the witness.

2 [Video shown]

2 | |] At one point in this clip, Mr. Jones, you describe documents that.

23 were called for by the select committee's subpoena as, uote, “exculpatory,” close quote.

24 And you also say, quote, "| wasn't part of that," close quote, referring to the people who

25 wentinto the Capitol. And you alsosay somethingto the effect ofbeing wary of being
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1 ledinto what you refertoasa perjury trap.

2 1raise this clip to you at the beginning of our conversation today to illustrate a

3 point, whichis that the Fifth Amendment protects your right to refuse to answer

4 questions f the truth would, in fact, be incriminating.

5 In other words, invoking the Fifth Amendment means that you have a good-faith

6 belief thatifyou were forced to tel the truth, you would be testifying in a manner that

7 you believe could be used against you in criminal prosecution.

5 Do you understand that?

9 Mr. Pattis. Well, I'm going to object to that characterization of the Fifth. The

10 laws that it tends to incriminate, whether - and so Il object to that characterization of

11 itfor the sake of the record. Whether its truthful or not in his mind is not the question.

12 Its whether it would tend to incriminate in the eyes ofa prosecuting authority.

13 Having said that, Mr. Jones?

1a The Witness. On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right

15 toremain sient.

1 oI
FY Q Well I think that the larger point is that we want to ensure that you

18 understand that, from having reviewed these materials, we are of the understanding that

19 itis your view that the information does not incriminate you. Is that right?

1) A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 sient.

2 Q And you also, because you mentioned the term "perjury" in that clip, | want

23 to make sure that you understand that the crime of perjury necessarily requires the

24 witnesstotellalie. Do you understand that?

2 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain
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1 silent.

2 Q Well, Mr. Jones, | just want to make sure you understand that all we want is

3 the truth, which by our understanding of the statements you have made is not, in fact,

4 incriminating against you in your own view. And so

5 A We've offered you all the emails and all the text messages. You didn't want

5 i

7 Mr. Pattis. Mr. Jones. Mr. Jones.

8 ovIN

9 Q Mr. Jones, | just want to make sure that, for purposes of the record today,

10 that -- whether your view is that the information in your possession is exculpatory. Do

11 you think that the information is exculpatory?

12 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

13 silent.

14 Q Well, we'll note your positionforthe record.

15 For purposes of making sure that the subpoena is part of the record, I'll pull

16 up-- I'd ask Jacob to pull up exhibit1.

w Mr. Jones, Ul represent to you tht this is the subpoena issued by the select

18 committee on November 22nd, 2021, that compelled the production of documents and

19 yourappearance for this deposition.
20 On page 7 of this exhibit, there is a schedule that notes documents and

2 communications that should have been produced, including documents related to topics

22 within the scope of the select committee's investigation, including regarding several

23 rallies held in Washington, D.C., on January 5th and 6th, 2021, their funding, security, and

26 organiting

2s Mr. Jones, do you understand that the subpoena required the production of
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1 documents?

2 A On advice of my counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

3 sient
4 Q And for the record, through your counsel, you've indicated that you will not

5 provide any documents to the select committee based on an assertion of your right

6 against selfincrimination under the Fifth Amendment. Is that correct?
7 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment rights to remain

8 silent.

9 Mr. atts. | have so made that representation, [Jill» 2 communication

0 wi
n ern

2 oI
13 Q Inthe clip that wejust watched from exhibit 2, Mr. Jones, you indicated that

14 you reviewed documents in response to the subpoena. Is that correct?
15 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

16 silent.

7 Q sit your position thateven just telling us whetheryou have text messages,
18 emails, orother kinds of communications implicates your Fifth Amendment right against

15 seltincrimination?
20 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

2 Q Fl move on to asking about some events following the 2020 Presidential
2 election.
24 Mr. Jones, you appeared at rallies in Washington, D.C., on November 14, 2020,

25 and December 12, 2020. Do you recall that?
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1 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

3 Q In your view, what was the purposeof those events?

a A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

5 silent.

s Q One of the organizers who was involved in those events, as we understand

7 ityisan individual who goes by the name Ali Alexander, who is a national organizer for the

8 stop the Steal organization. How long have you known Mr. Alexander?

9 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 sient.

n Q thasalso been reported that you appeared at what was called a Jericho

12 March on December 12th. Could you please tell us howyou got involved in that event?

13 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

14 sient.

15 Q Well, Mr. Jones, the select committee has reason to think that you have

16 personal knowledge and experience with events that happened in Washington, D.C.,in

17 November 14th and December 12th, 2020, including interactions with organizers and

18 groups for those events, including Women for America First, Ali Alexander, and members

19 ofthe Jericho March.

1) The select committee would like to ask you questions about those topics,

21 including whether you witnessed any violence or physical conflicts between organizers,
22 attendees, and law enforcement, and whether you or you knew if any organizers

23 anticipated violence at those events.

2 Is it my understanding that you intend to invoke the Fifth Amendment to refuse to

25 answer questions on those topics?
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1 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

3 Q Let's pull up exhibit 3, ifwe could

4 Mr. Jones, this is a photograph that was reportedly taken on November 18th,

5 2020. Itshowsa group of individuals inside the Georgia State Capitol in Atlanta.

6 Among the people pictured in the photograph are you, on the right is Ali Alexander, and

7 over your ight shoulder is Nick Fuentes

8 Whose idea was it to go inside the Georgia State Capitol on November 18th?

9 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

1 Q Did you coordinate that entry with any law enforcement or security in

12 advance?

13 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

14 silent.

15 Q It's been reported that members ofa group called the Oath Keepers and

16 members ofa group called the Proud Boys participated in Stop the Steal protests in the

17 Georgia State Capitol during this period.

18 To your knowledge, did you speak with any members of those groups about those

19 eventsin Georgia in November 20207

0 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2a silent.

2 Q  I'dlike to show you exhibit 4.

23 Mr. Jones, these are excerpts from text messages produced to the select

24 committee by Ali Alexander, and they show communications with you. ~ You can see on

25 the left where it says your name,i identifying you as the individual with whom
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1 Mr. Alexander was communicating, and there are date and time stamps

2 The indication of “outgoing” means it's a message from Mr. Alexander to you, and

3 "incoming" refers to a message coming from you to Mr. Alexander.

4 On December 20th, there's an outgoing message from Mr. Alexander to you that

5 says, uote, "POTUS is deciding in the next 24 to 48 hours if he wants to go," in all caps,

6 "ALLTHE WAY," close quote.

7 Did you understand what Mr. Alexander meant by that message?

8 A Justa pointoftechnology

9 Mr. Pattis. ~ Objection. ~ Objection. Mr. Jones.

10 The Witness. |don't | can't read this. It's too small. Is there a way to widen

no this?
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1

2 ovI

3 Q Absolutely. We can zoom inonit.

a A Allright. Thankyou. Okay. That's too big now. Thank you.

5 Q Our understanding is the message, "POTUS is deciding in the next 24 to

6 48 hoursif he wants to go ALL THE WAY," was a message sent from All Alexander to you

7 on December 20th of 2020?

8 Did you understand what Mr. Alexander meant by that message?

9 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

n Q we gotothe next page, down to December 30th, there are the first four

12 lines there — actually, starting on December 29th is when Mr. Alexander texts you, "Got

13 time to chat soon?" In response you wrote, "Yes. Off in a few hours. Been off."

1 D0 you recall what your conversation with Mr. Alexanderwasabout on

15 December 30th of 2020?

16 A On adviceofcounsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendmentrightto remain

7 sient.

18 Q Well, Mr. Jones, as you can see, the select committee has reason to think

19 that you have personal knowledge of protest events that took place inside State Capitol

20 buildings in coordination with Ali Alexander, whowas a coordinator for events that

2 happened on January 6th, 2020.

22 Is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment to all questions that we would

23 ask about your knowledge of planning and organizing of these events?

2 A Yes
2s Q  Tlstop at this point to see f any members have questions.
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1 (Pause.

2 Hearing none, we'll move on to the next topic.

3 Mr. Jones, when did you first learn that supporters of PresidentTrump would be.

4 organizing rallies in Washington, D.C. on and around January 6th, 2021

5 A On advice of my counsel, | am invoking my Fifth Amendment right to remain

6 silent.

7 Q If we could pull up exhibit 5, please.

8 Mr. Jones, this is an imageof a tweet from @realDonaldTrump, which is former

9 President Trump's Twitter account, and this tweet was posted on December 19th, 2020

10 And he writes, "Peter Navarro releases 36-page report alleging election fraud, quote,

11 ‘more than sufficient,’ close quote, to swing victory to Trump." And then there is a

12 hyperlink.

13 “A great report by Peter. Statistically impossible to have lost the 2020 election.

14 Bigprotestin D.C. on January 6th. Bethere, will bewild!"

15 We note thatafterthis tweet was posted it seems that you started talking about

16 an eventin Washington, D.C, on January 6th on your radio show. Was thistweet the

17 first time that you learned about an event in Washington, D.C., in support of the

18 President?

19 A On advice of my counsel, I'm invoking my fifth amendment right to remain

20 silent.

2 Q Do you know someoneby the name of Cindy Chafian?

2 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

23 silent.

2 Q Well, Mr. Jones, Ms. Chafian has told us that sometime around

25 December 19th or 20th she was contacted by Tim Enlow, E-n-I-0-w, whom we understand
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1 tobeanassociateofyours. And accordingto Ms. Chafian, Mr. Enlowaskedher how

2 you might ensure that you could be on stage fora rally on January 6th.

3 D0 you know about that conversation?

a A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

5 silent.

s Q Now, our understanding is that following that conversation Ms, Chafian

7 enteredinto a written agreement with you or your company to organize an event for

8 which you would provide the funding, which would be held on Freedom Plaza on January

9 6th,2021.

10 I'm asking because we are seekingyour view on whether our understanding is

11 accurate. Did you enter into any such agreement with Ms. Chafian?

2 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

13 sient.

1 Q Do you know someoneby the name of Caroline Wren?

15 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

16 sient.

7 Q If we could pull up exhibit 6, please.

1 Mr. Jones, exhibit 6 is an iPhone text message thread produced by Ms. Wren that

19 we understand to be a conversation with you. ~The text in blue is Ms. Wren writing, and

20 the text in gray she understood to be coming from you. And it begins on

21 December 27th, 2020.

2 You can see that she sends her contact information to you, and in response you

23 sendher the contact information for Cindy Chafian.

2 And below that, if we can scroll down a ttle bit, you wrote, "I told Cindy to call

25 you when she gets home."
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1 Was the purpose of this text to connect Caroline Wren with Cindy Chafian to

2 coordinateanevent on January 6th?

3 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

4 silent.

5 Q And you can see at the bottomof the screen here, it appears to be an audio

6 message sent from you to Ms. Wren.

7 Do you recall what you said in these audio messages that were sent to Ms. Wren?

8 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

9 silent.

10 Q Do you still have possession of any audio messages that you sent to

1 Ms Wren?

2 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

13 silent.

14 Q Ife can pull up exhibit 7, please.

15 Mr. Jones, this is an email thread between Tim Enlow, whose email address is at

16 the domain freespeechsystems.com. That's your company, correct?

7 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

18 silent.

19 Q Mr. Enlow is corresponding with Caroline Wren via email, and the subject

20 line of this thread is "Wiring info." And if we scroll down, we can see that there are

21 wiring instructions attached to an email from Mr. Enlow to Ms. Wren.

2 Further down, Ms. Wren sends those wiring instructions to an individual named

23 Marianne Parsons, whom we know to be a financial manager fora woman named Julie

24 Fancell

2 Do you know Ms. Fancelli?
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1 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

3 Q And then further down this email thread you can see that Mr. Enlow is trying.

4 toconfirm whether there were any issues with a wire transfer.

5 Andfurther down, at the bottom on - sorry, there we go -- on December 30th at

6 about 1:19 p.m, Ms. Parsons writes to confirm to Ms. Wren that a wire went out that

7 morning.

8 Mr. Jones, to the bestof your knowledge, was the purpose of this communication

9 by Mr. Enlow with Ms. Wren to secure funding for a rally on January 6th, 20212

10 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

1 silent.

2 Q Was that wire for approximately $200,000?

13 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

18 silent.

5 Q Were you aware that ultimately Ms. Fancelli provided much more than

16 $200,000 in fundingforevents on January Sth and 6th, 2021?

1” A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

18 silent.

19 Q Ifwe can pull up exhibit8

20 Mr. Jones, these are text messages between Tim Enlow and Caroline Wren. Mr.

21 Enlowis writing in the gray text, and Ms. Wren isin blue. The text thread starts

22 December 28th, and it appears to cover the same contextof information we looked at in

23 this email thread about bank wiring information.

2 If we can go down to December 31st. Here, at 1:20 p.m, Mr. Enlow writes,

25 "Caroline, we need that contract sentover for Alex andRoger Stone to speak”at the
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1 event "ateventonSthandat event on 6th. Thanks, Tim."

2 Do you know what contract Mr. Enlow is referring to?

3 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

4 silent.

5 Q And it mentions here speakingfor Alex, which we understand to be you, and

6 Roger Stone, on both the Sth and the 6th

7 Do you know which events in particularon those dates that Mr. Enlow is referring

8 tw?

9 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

1 Q And if we just pull back to exhibit 6 again. This is, as a reminder, the text

12 thread between you, Mr. Jones, and Caroline Wren.

13 On page three of this exhibit, January 1st, at 4:15 p.m, you wrote to Ms. Wren,

14 "Had along talk with Roger Stone. Need to talk toyou. Thanks."

15 What was that longtalkwith Mr. Stone about, Mr. Jones?

16 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

17 silent.

18 Q Inthe clip we looked at with exhibit 2, your conversation with Mr. Stone, you

19 mentioned to him in your conversation following his deposition that you had to convince

20 him or beg him | don't want to mischaracterize the exact words you said, but the

21 insinuation was that Mr. Stone - you had to have a conversation with him before he

22 would agree to come and participate in events.

23 Is that what this conversation is referring to in this text message, Mr. Jones?

2 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

25 silent.
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1 Q Well, Mr. Jones, as you can see from the series of exhibits that we've just

2 looked at, we have reason to think that you have personal knowledge about planning and

3 funding for events tha were going to take place on January Sth and th, including who
a was involved in organizing it, where the ultimate funding source was coming from.

5 And we'd like to ask you about that, in particular understand what the terms of

6 the contract and agreement were, what your expectations were forthe event based an
7 those conversations. And with respect to Mr. Stone, understanding why it was that he

8 was hesitant, and in particular whether that hesitance had anything to do with security

9 concernsfor January Sth or 6th.

10 Is it my understanding that you intend to assert the Fifth Amendment and refuse

11 toanswer anyof our questionson those topics?
12 A Because AdamSchiff forges documents.

13 Mr. Pattis. Objection. Objection. Mr. Jones.

u TheWiness, | don't trust CongressmanSchiff. e'lforge suf,
1 Wi.patti, Mir Jones,
x TheWines, Goahead. Sorry. ts ust--
uv J1 +v5cciote tht, Wir Jones, that this is ses situation, and mn
18 just trying to be as straight with you as | can be. | want to make sure | understand that

19 to all those questions about organizing andplanning and what you expected ahead of

20 time with respect to the business arrangements for January 5th and 6th that you intend

21 to assert the Fifth Amendment to those questions. Is that right?

» The Witness, Yes, Yes, Iiant ote you guys everything, but | dont trust
23 Congressman Schiff. So, | mean, |

u Wr. Batis Ale, maywe havea moment, please?
25 The Witness. Yeah. |don't even know how to control this stuff, Norm. It'sa
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1 different system than | have.

2 I t's co off the record. And then what we can do is --

3 The Witness. | don't want to go off the record.

a I|! sugeest, Norm, that what we do is we mute, you stop your

5 video. And if you want to have a conversation with Mr. Jones just give him a call. And

6 then when you popback on your video we can unmute and go back on the record.

7 Mr. Patti. Alex, step out of the room and let's talk on the cell phone fora

8 minute.

9 The Witness. Okay. Ill be back ina minute. Thanks.

10 Mr. Pattis. Thankyou. Thank you,sir.

1 Discussion off the record.]

2 I1; co backonthe record.

13 wr. pattis. [Jl brief. thank you for the opportunity to speak to

14 Mr.Jones. |thinkit's apparent that he doesn't have a lot of confidence in the partisan

15 nature of this examination. And as you are probably aware from our informal

16 discussions, he has a desire to speak but can -- and may or may not have information of

17 relevance or assistance to the committee, but has no confidence in the process.

1 And so I've instructed Mr. Jones that, in my view, you're simply laying a

19 foundation to make an application for immunityat some other time to a neutral

20 magistrate, and we are prepared to proceed. All right?

n IE Thanksfor that, Norm. And | won't make any statement regarding
22 any position other than the fact that, as I've tried to state here, that we have reason to

23 think he has personal knowledge of information that's within the scope of the select

24 committee.

2s Understand his position. But as we've talked about before, our goal is to show
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1 that we have a good-faith basis to ask the questions that we're asking and to, if nothing

2 else, allow him the opportunity to assert his objections on a question-by-question basis.

s i. atts Understood. And understand my roles limited here. ust gave
4 you that as a courtesy to explain the need for the break. Thank you, sir.

5 [| Appreciate it.

. oE—
7 Q Let's go ahead and take a look at exhibit 9.

8 Mr. Jones, exhibit 9 is another text message produced by Caroline Wren. This, as

9 we understand it, is a thread with you. Based on my understanding of how iPhone

10 Messages works, | believe that the reason there are two Als listed at the top is because

11 i Wren may have had two separate contact numbers for you ands bt we
12 understand it was a messagethat was sent to you.

13 And you can see here on December 31st, 2000 -- this is 2020 at 11:35 in the

16 morning ther’ text message rom Ms. Wren an the right sid ofthe thread wih POF
15 called "Speakers Lineup."

16 If we scroll down to the second page, we can zoom in. This is a POF produced by

17 Ms Wren that appears to match the attachment that was set that ext message.
18 And I'll note that it shows listed speakers and time -- essentially a timetable for events

19 that were going to happen on January 5th and January 6th.

® And you ca se thaton January 5th, at between sand 630 p.m under speskers,
2a you are listed alongside Roger Stone and others to be determined.

2 And on January thy ar sted ina lockat 530:.m. 109 2m. with point of
23 contact being Kristen Davis, who we understand to be an associate of Roger Stone.

24 Are these two events the ones that you understood you would be speaking at on

25 January 6th?
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1 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

3 Q And if you look down further in what is on my screen a peach tone, maybe a

4 tantone, on the January 6th timetable, you can see at 11:08 and 11:15 Congressman X

5 and Senator X, which we believe are placeholders for slots for Members of Congress to

6 speak

7 Mr. Jones, did you speak with — participate in any discussions about which

8 Members of Congress should participate ina January 6th event?

9 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

1 Q Andifwego to the bottom row of this chart, you can see at 12 p.m. on

12 January 6thit lists POTUS.

13 When did you become aware, Mr. Jones, that the President was going to speak at

14 theElipse event?

15 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

16 silent.

7 Q Well, I should note that having reviewed statements that you made around

18 thistime period, on December 29th, 2020, on your show, “The Alex Jones Show," you

19 said, quote:

0 “Now| know some incredible information that I'm not at liberty to tell you, but

21 amatliberty tojust give you a hint, which | don't thinkis too hard.

2 “You notice Trump said January 6th will be wild in D.C. Well it will be wild, and |

23 cantell you the Twilight Zone’ nature of allthis went up to a whole new level yesterday.

24 Andliljust leave it at that."

2 Then you went on to say, "Welllet's just say you're going to want to be in D.C. on
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1 the6th

2 The next day, on December 30th, 2020, on that same show, you told listeners you

3 were, quote, "authorized," quote, to tell your viewers that President Trump would be

4 speakingonJanuary6th.

5 So my question on this is, | think, fairly straightforward. Who was telling you this

6 information about the President's plans to speak on January 6th?

7 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

8 silent.

9 Q If we can pull up exhibit 8, which we've looked at previously. ~ This is the

10 text thread between Caroline Wren and Tim Enlow.

u On page two, right there in the middle, on Saturday, January 2nd, at 11:14 a.m.,

12 Mr. Enlow sends to Ms. Wren a text message asking for information that could be pushed

13 outonto social media. He also writes, "Alex is inquiring if anythinghas changed in

14 regards to him speaking on the 6th."

15 Now, ultimately -- and then, | think if we scroll down, that same message appears

16 tohave been sent again at 6:03 p.m. inquiring aboutwhetheranything has changed

17 about you speaking on the 6th. And in response Caroline writes back, "No changes. ~All

18 good"

19 Now, obviously, we know that you did not end up speaking at the Ellipse on

20 January 6th. When did you learn that you would not be speaking at the Ellipse?

21 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 sient.

23 Q Mr. Jones, we have learned that certain organizers of the Ellipse rally raised

24 concerns about certain speakers that had been proposed to speak at that event, including.

25 youand Ali Alexander. And words that witnesses have used - their words, not ours - in
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1 describing you and Mr. Alexander, among others, were, quote, "fringe," quote, and one

2 person even referred to speakers such as yourself and Mr. Alexander as, quote, "crazies,"

3 close quote.

4 Those concerns, we understand, were raised to the point that ultimately there

5 wasameeting held with President Trump to determine which speakers would be allowed

6 ontheEllipse stage. And I'm telling you that to ask you whetheryou were evertold by

7 event organizers that they did not want to put you on the same page as — same stage as

8 President Trump.

9 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

u Q The questions I've been asking you here relate to speaker lineups essentially.

12 Andasyou can see, the select committee has reason to think that you have personal

13 knowledge of who was being proposed to speak and may also have knowledge or

14 understanding of why the ultimate speaker lineup became what it did on January Sth and

15 6th

16 Is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment to all questions we would ask

17 about your knowledge of coordination and selection of speakers on January Sth and 6th?

18 A Yes

19 Q Mr. Jones, when did you arrive in Washington, D.C., for the January 5th and

20 6thevents?

2 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

23 Q  Let'slookat exhibit 10,

2 Mr. Jones, exhibit 10 are two folios from the Willard Intercontinental Hotel in

25 Washington, D.C, for stays in two roomsbetween January4th and 7th, 2021. ~The first
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1 page of this shows a folio under the name Rob Dew with an address in Austin, Texas, for

2 room 11307

3 And if we can go down to the second page.

4 This is a folio from the Willard also under the name Rob Dew, D-e-w, with the

5 room number 1124. We understand that room 1124 is the Willard's Federal Suite, and

6 that room 1130s the adjoiningking bedroom. We also understand that Rob Dew is an

7 employee of yours.

8 Did you stay in one of these rooms, Mr. Jones?

° A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

u Q  Iwillnote for the record that we've been joined by Ms. Lofgren.

2 Mr. Jones, who paid for your hotel room in Washington, D.C.>

13 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

18 silent.

5 Q We know from the public record, Mr. Jones, that you spoke on the evening

16 of January 5th at Freedom Plaza. Can you tell us what kinds of security precautions you

17 tookwhile attendingthis event?

18 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

19 silent.

20 Q Did you observe any violenceor disruptive behavioratthat event at

21 Freedom Plaza that caused you concern?

2 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

23 silent.

2 Q Mr. Jones, we also understand that you attended the Ellipse rally in front of

25 the White House on January 6th, 2021. Can you share with us your impressions of that
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1 event?

2 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

3 silent

4 Q In particular, I'm curiouswhetheryou saw civilians, by which|mean

5 individualswho are not obviously law enforcement or members of the military, dressed in

6 bodyarmor near the Ellipse that morning.

7 Do you remember seeing anyone dressed like that?

8 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

9 sient.

10 Q It's been publicly reported that various speakers at these events used

11 members of groups like the Oath Keepersor the Proud Boys for security details on

12 January Sthand 6th. And there's also somevideo that we'll review in a moment that

13 appear to show you accompanied by a security detail,

1a Did you use anyone from the Proud Boys or the Oath Keepers as a member of

15 your security detail on January Sth or 6th?

16 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

17 silent.

18 Q Isityourintention, Mr. Jones, to invoke the Fifth Amendment to any

19 questions we might ask you about your personal experience as a speaker on January 5th

20 orasanattendee of the January 6th Ellipse rally?

21 A Yes,itis

2 Q  Ilistop for a moment to seeif any members have questions about the topics

23 we have covered thus far.

2 [Pause.]

2 Allright. Let's go ahead back to exhibit 8. These are the texts between.
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1 Caroline Wren and Mr. Enlow. And we'll go to the page -- page five of this exhibit.

2 Mr. Pattis. Which exhibit was this again? I'msorry,[I

3 I This is exhibit 5

: o
7 Here Mr. Enlow is writing Ms. Wren toask for any last-minute updates, including

8 whether there would be speakers other than POTUS, and asking for how

9 to-- recommendations about what to do in terms of VIPs at the rally.

10 The following text message is what | want to look at. What's written here is,

12 also wants to join Roger, Alex, et cetera, in leading the march to the Capitol. How can

13 we get them VIP passes? He called me about an hour ago."

15 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

16 silent.

18 eveningof January 5th?

21 Q Let's go back to exhibit 6. These are the text messages between you and

23 January 6th, at about 12:26 p.m. -- or 12:27, | guess -- you text Caroline, "What's

24 the latest on when | go to set up?" Her response is, "Soon." Then, if we go down a

25 little further, Ms. Wren writes, "He's about halfway, so 15 to 20 more minutes, then I'll
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1 grabyou" And you respond, "Coming soon."

2 Mr. Jones, other witnesses who attended the Ellipse rally have told us that they

3 saw Ms. Wren retrieve you and Ali Alexander from the VIP area of the Ellipse rally before

4 President Trump finished his speech. Is that accurate?

5 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

6 silent.

7 Q Did General Michael Flynn meet upwith youafter you were taken outof the

8 Ellipse?

° A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

u Q It's also been reported and stated publicly by Roger Stone that he did not

12 participate in any march to the Capitol. Do you know why not?

13 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

18 silent.

5 Q  Andit seems to us that there at least was some conversation between you

16 and Ms. Wren and perhaps others, or at least between Mr. Enlow and Ms. Wren and

17 perhaps others, about a plan to lead a march to the Capitol.

18 Do you know who devised that plan?

19 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

20 sient.

2 Q We've reviewed videos that have been collected across social media. I'd

22 like to show you just a couple of those. AndIthink that you have even discussed what

23 these videos show on your own radio program.

2 Let'sstartwith exhibit 11. This is a video that was posted to the social media

25 website Parler, which is P-a-r-l-e-r, on January 6th at approximately 1:36 p.m. And
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1 we're just going to play the first 50 seconds of this.

2 [Video shown.]

> oI
4 Q Mr. Jones, that may have been a little bit difficult to hear. I'll tell you that

5 that video appears to show you walking down Pennsylvania Avenue towards the Capitol,

7 were telling those who were with you to go, quote, "to theother side," quote, of the

8 Capitol and saying that President Trump was going to be coming.

9 The area that you'rereferringto on the other side of the Capitol, Mr. Jones,

10 corresponds with an area that we understand to have been secured by Ali Alexander for a

12 Is that what you were trying to direct people towards?

13 A On adviceofcounsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendmentright to remain

15 Q Mr. Jones, whydid you believe that President -- or did you, in fact, believe

16 President Trump was going to be coming to the Capitol Grounds that day?

18 silent.

19 Q Let's take a look at exhibit 12.

2 And I'd note for the record that Mr. Aguilar has joined us.

23 is approximately 1:51 p.m., so it's about 15 minutes after the video that wejust saw in

,
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1 [Video shown.)

4 program, you're telling the crowd gathered to remain peaceful and to go to the other side

5 of the Capitol. You again are telling them that the President is going to come around to

7 My question for you is, where did you get the information that the President was

9 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

10 silent.

12 because you thought it was possible that individuals who were otherwise there as

13 supporters of President Trump might get riled up into some physical confrontations with

15 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

16 silent.

18 program, "The Alex Jones Show," on January 7th, 2021, the day after the attack on the

19 Capitol. And we'regoingto play the first 46 seconds of this clip until you say, "I'm going.

21 [Video shown.]

2 ovIN

23 Q Mr. Jones, in that clip you say, quote, "The White House told me 3 days

A
25 finished, 30 minutes before or so, will lead you to a point, take you out of the front row,
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1 andlead you to the place where theywant you to start the march. ~ And Trump will tell

2 people, Go, and I'm going to meet you at the Capitol."

3 Mr. Jones, when you say that the White House told you, who are you referring to?

a A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

5 silent.

s Q  Isit possible that you're referring to Caroline Wren as opposed to someone

7 whois an employee of the White House?

5 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

9 silent.

10 Q And lask you that because we have heard from other witnesses who have

11 told us that they got contacts from the White House, and it turned out the person they

12 were speaking tois Caroline Wren. And we just want to clarify whether there's

13 messaging coming directly from the White House or messaging that people thought was

14 coming from the White House through Caroline Wren.

15 Sois it Caroline Wren who's telling you this or someone else?

16 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

17 sient.

18 Q Now, we also understand from our conversations that the United States

19 Secret Service did not have anything to do with leading you out of the Ellipse to. point to

20 begina march tothe Capitol. Is that accurate?

2 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent,

2 Q Were there any White House employees at all who communicated anything

24 ofthe sort about leading you out of the Ellipse and helping you lead a march to the

25 Capitol?
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1 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 silent.

3 Q Mr. Jones, as you can see, we have reason to think that you have personal

4 knowledge about this idea of a march to the Capitol, and in particular, whether the

President would go and meet people and speak on the Capitol Grounds.

s And just want to clarify that its your intention toassert the fifth Amendment to

7 any questions that we would ask you about your personal knowledge of plans to march

8 fromtheEllipseto the CapitolonJanuary6th?

9 A Yes

10 Q Now, do youthinkthat the statements that you made to the crowds that are

11 captured on the videos that we watched are incriminating against you?

2 A On advice of my counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

13 sient.

1 Q I'm going toask the same thing about the statements that you made on "The

15 Alex Jones Show" on January 7th.

16 When you explain that you understood ahead of time that you were to help lead a

17 march and the President would come to the Capitol, when you were making those

18 statements, at that time, did you think that those statements opened you'to the

19 possibility of prosecution?

1) A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 sient.

2 Q Let me pause and see if any of the members who are with us have questions

23 about the topics that we've covered.

2 Pause.)

2 Hearing none, let's watch exhibit 14. And, Mr. Jones, this is the last exhibit
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1 This is a clip from "The Alex Jones Show" from December 31st, 2020. So New

2 Year's Eve before January 6th.

3 As | understand it, the individual who we can see here on the screen is named

4 Matt Bracken, whois someone who was guest hosting the final 30 minutes of your show

5 thatday.

6 I've watched clips preceding this and can tell you that you were hosting the first

7 larger chunk of the show that day and the last section is Mr. Bracken.

8 And so we're going to watch this clip in its entirety.

° [Video shown.)
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1

2 [04am]

3 oYI
a Q Mr. Jones, | know you are not in this clip and that you were not hosting the

5 show during the portion that Mr. Bracken made these statements. But what he said

6 was he's suggesting Americans are only going to be saved by going to Washington D.C.

7 And the specific statement he said, quote, was, “Occupying the entire area, if

8 necessary, storming right into the Capitol. We know the rules of engagement. Ifyou

9 have enough people, you can push down any kind of fence or a wall," close quote.

10 Mr. Jones, | know that you maintain frequent communication with your viewers

11 and your followers. Did you hear anything from your viewers or followers about their

12 reactions to Mr. Bracken's statement to the best of your recollection?

13 A Idlike to answer that question. But on advice of my counsel, 1am

14 asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain silent.

15 Q And when you were making plans to go to Washington, D.C., for January Sth

16 and 6th, were you aware that others on your radio show had suggested Americans might

17 need tostorm nto the Capitol?

1 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

19 silent.

2 Q Mr. Jones, we're aware that Stewart Rhodes, who is the national leaderand

21 founder of the Oath Keepers organization, has appeared on your radio show on various

22 occasions throughout the years, including after the November 2020 Presidential election.

2 And he told you at one point between the period of - between the election and

24 January 6th that the Oath Keepers had men stationed outside of Washington, D.C. in

25 case what he referred to as , quote, "nuclear option," close quote, to respond to any
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1 aalisfrom President Trump or attempts to remove the President, quote, "illegally," close

2 quote?

3 Now, did Mr. Rhodes or anyone else that you know to be associated with the Oath

4 Keeperstell you about any specific plans they had to enter the United States Capitol on

5 January 6th?

6 A On advice of my counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment rights to remain

7 silent.

8 Q According to The New York Times in an article published on October 7th,

9 2021, 0ne of the first individuals who broke through the barriers on the Capitol Grounds

10 on the morning - on the afternoon of January 6th told law enforcement that a man

11 named Joseph Biggs, B-i-g-gs, who has been identifiedas a leader of the Proud Boys, this.

12 isthe quote that The New York Times had describingwhat this individual said. That

13 Mr. Biggs, quote, "encouraged him to push at the barricades and that when he hesitated,

14 the Proud Boys leader flashed a gun, questioned his manhood, and repeated his demand

15 to move up front and challenge the police," close quote.

16 This article also notes that at some point in the past Mr. Biggs was a

17 correspondent for Infowars,

18 Mr. Jones, did Joseph Biggs or anyone else who you know to be associated with

19 the Proud Boysever tell you about any specific plans to challenge police or enter the

20 US. Capitol on January 6th, 20217

21 A On advice of counsel, | am asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2 sient.

23 Q Did anyone, regardless of their membership in an organization or group, tell

24 you that they were making plans toenter the United States Capitol to disrupt Congress on

25 January 6th?
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1 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment rights to remain

2 silent.

5 Q Mr Jones, didyousee orhear anything aheadof Januaryth that gave you
4 personal concern or pause that the events would be anything other than a peaceful

$ political protest?

s A Onadvce of counsel I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain
7 silent.

8 Q  Isit your intention, Mr. Jones, to assert the Fifth Amendment to all questions

9 that we would ask you regarding what you may know, have seen, or heard regarding any

10 specific plans to enter the Capitol on January 6th?

u As
2 IN Let me stop and see if any members have questions on that topic

5 orI
1 QW. Jones, have you been interviewed by low enforcement regarding your
15 knowledge of events in Washington, D.C., on January 6th, 2021?

16 A On adviceofcounsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendmentrightto remain

7 sent.
18 Q Have you been contacted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation regarding

19 January 6th, 2021?

2 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain

2a silent.

2 Q Following January 6th, 2021, have you beers contacted by people you who
23 know to be attorneys representing individuals charged with criminal conduct from that

22 day about January 6th?

25 A On advice of counsel, I'm asserting my Fifth Amendment right to remain
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1 sent.
2 Q Mr. Jones, is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment against all

3 questions we would ask you about contacts from law enforcement or attorneys
4 representing defendants charged with criminal conduct from that day?

5 Aves
s I +trispoint, Mir. Joneshas asserted the Fifth Amendment asa basis
7 to refuse to answer all of the select committee's questions today. Under these

8 circumstances, we will not close the record on the deposition because the select

9 committee has to determine the appropriate course of action moving forward on those

10 objections.

u Beton weg off the resort, however, wont to vause nd make sure thet ghe
12 time to any members and then staff who may have follow-up questions.

13 [Pause.]

1 Okay. Hearing none, Mr atts, Mr. Jones Mr. Aguilar, you don't have a
15 question, doyou? Okay. Thank you.

16 Mr. Jones, Mr. Pattis, thank you for your time today.

The deposition wil stand in recess subect to the callof the char.
18 Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the deposition was recessed, subject to the call of the

19 chair.)
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